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Visual Abstract. Antinucleocapsid Antibodies After SARS-CoV-2 Infection in COVE.

Antinucleocapsid antibodies (anti-N Abs) are being used to diagnose prior SARS-CoV-  infection in
individuals and to determine community seroprevalence of SARS-CoV- . In an e cacy trial of the
mRNA-  vaccine, anti-N Ab status was determined in participants who had prior SARS-CoV-  infection
con rmed by polymerase chain reaction or anti-N Abs.

Download figure Download PowerPoint

Abstract

Background:

Immunoassays for determining past SARS-CoV-  infection have not been

systematically evaluated in vaccinated persons in comparison with

unvaccinated persons.

Objective:

To evaluate antinucleocapsid antibody (anti-N Ab) seropositivity in
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mRNA-  (Moderna) vaccinees with breakthrough SARS-CoV-  infection.

Design:

Nested substudy of a phase  randomized, double-blind, placebo-

controlled vaccine e cacy trial. (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT )

Setting:

 sites in the United States, July  through March .

Participants:

Participants were aged  years or older, had no known history of SARS-

CoV-  infection, and were at risk for SARS-CoV-  infection or severe

COVID- . Substudy participants were diagnosed with SARS-CoV-

infection during the trial's blinded phase.

Intervention:

 mRNA-  or placebo injections  days apart.

Measurements:

Nasopharyngeal swabs from days  and  (vaccination days) and from

symptom-prompted illness visits were tested for SARS-CoV-  via

polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Serum samples from days , , and 

and the participant decision visit (PDV, when participants were informed

of treatment assignment; median day ) were tested for anti-N Abs by

the Elecsys immunoassay.
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Results:

Among  participants with PCR-con rmed COVID-  illness during the

blinded phase of the trial (through March ), seroconversion to anti-N

Abs (median of  days after diagnosis) occurred in  of  mRNA-

vaccinees ( % [ % CI, % to %]) versus  of  placebo recipients

( % [CI, % to %]). Each -log increase in SARS-CoV-  viral copies at

diagnosis was associated with % higher odds of anti-N Ab

seroconversion (odds ratio, .  [CI, .  to . ]).

Limitation:

The scope was restricted to mRNA-  vaccinees and the Elecsys assay,

the sample size was small, data on Delta and Omicron infections were

lacking, and the analysis did not address a prespeci ed objective of the

trial.

Conclusion:

Vaccination status should be considered when interpreting seroprevalence

and seropositivity data based solely on anti-N Ab testing.

Primary Funding source:

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases of the National

Institutes of Health.

A reliable diagnostic tool to identify recent and remote infection with

SARS-CoV-  is needed to enable population-based seroprevalence studies,
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ascertain infection status in vaccine clinical trials, and diagnose

postinfectious complications of COVID- , such as multisystem

in ammatory syndrome. Antibodies against the nucleocapsid protein

(anti-N Abs) are not elicited by COVID-  vaccines that target the spike

protein, including all vaccines currently used in the United States, and

assays that measure anti-N Abs have demonstrated high sensitivity and

speci city in many studies when used at least  days after infection ( ). In

addition, the anti-N Ab response in unvaccinated persons has been

reported to be durable, with half-life estimates ranging from  to  days

( , ). The determination of previous SARS-CoV-  infections in participants

in a pivotal phase  vaccine clinical trial ( , ) and in seroprevalence

studies done early in the pandemic ( ) relied on detection of antispike or

anti-N Abs via chemiluminescence immunoassays in unvaccinated

persons. However, it is unknown how vaccine-induced immunity may

a ect seroconversion to nonspike proteins and whether immunoassays

measuring nonspike seroconversion would have similar performance in

seroprevalence studies of previous SARS-CoV-  infection in regions of the

world with high vaccination coverage. To answer this question, we

evaluated vaccine and placebo recipients in the mRNA-  (Moderna)

phase  clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT ) ( , ) in whom

SARS-CoV-  infection was detected during the blinded, placebo-controlled

phase of the trial. Serum samples from these participants were assayed for

anti-N Abs through about  months after enrollment.

Methods
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Study Design and Population

Between  July and  October , the COVE (Coronavirus E cacy) trial

enrolled   U.S. adults aged  years or older at appreciable risk for

SARS-CoV-  infection or high risk for severe COVID-  at  sites across the

United States. Participants were randomly assigned :  to receive two -

μg doses of mRNA-  vaccine or placebo, given at day  (baseline) and

day . Participant characteristics, study procedures, and primary e cacy

results are described elsewhere ( , ). Infections with SARS-CoV-  were

detected on the basis of both symptom-prompted testing and planned

testing at speci c study visits (Figure ). Blood was collected for anti-N Ab

serology at days , , and  and at the participant decision visit (PDV),

when participants were informed about their blinded randomization

assignment and o ered mRNA-  vaccination if previously assigned to

placebo. Nasopharyngeal swabs for SARS-CoV-  reverse transcriptase

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing were collected at day , day ,

and the PDV in all participants. The PDVs occurred a median of  days

(IQR,  to  days) after enrollment. In addition, participants meeting

prede ned clinical criteria for suspected COVID-  during follow-up had

an illness visit for collection of a nasopharyngeal swab for SARS-CoV-  PCR

testing. Nasal swabs or saliva samples could be submitted if a clinic or

home visit could not be completed. Symptom severity, including body

temperature and oxygen saturation, was collected daily via telemedicine

visit for  days (or until symptoms resolved, whichever was longer). The

present analysis is based on data obtained through the completion of the
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blinded phase of the study with a data cuto  date of  March . The

Appendix Figure shows the ow of participants with detected SARS-CoV-

infection from enrollment through inclusion in the analysis.

Figure 1. Method of SARS-CoV-2 infection determination and sampling schedule.

D = day; N = nucleocapsid; NP = nasopharyngeal; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; PDV = participant
decision visit.

Download figure Download PowerPoint
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Appendix Figure. Study flow diagram.

Flow of participants with detected SARS-CoV-  infection from enrollment through to inclusion in the
analysis. Data cuto  date:  March . Symptomatic COVID-  indicates an illness visit due to eligible
symptoms ( , ) and positive SARS-CoV-  reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) within  d after dose  and
before the PDV in participants with no evidence of previous SARS-CoV-  infection. Anti-N seropositive
indicates positive binding antibodies against SARS-CoV-  nucleocapsid protein as de ned by a positive
Elecsys (Roche Diagnostics International) test result, in the absence of a previous positive Elecsys result.
PCR+ indicates a nasopharyngeal swab positive for SARS-CoV-  by RT-PCR in the absence of both
symptoms and binding antibodies against SARS-CoV-  nucleocapsid protein by Elecsys at the same time
point, in the absence of a previous positive PCR result. D  and D  denote the day  and the day  study
visits, respectively. D = day; N = nucleocapsid; PDV = participant decision visit; PCR = polymerase chain
reaction.

* Six participants with major protocol deviations and  who were randomly assigned twice were excluded
from the full analysis set.

Download figure Download PowerPoint

The mRNA- -P  study is being conducted in accordance with the

International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, Good Clinical Practice guidelines, and

applicable government regulations. The Central Institutional Review

Board approved the mRNA- -P  protocol and consent forms. All

participants provided written informed consent before enrollment.

Central institutional review board services for the study were provided by

Advarra.

Laboratory Assays

Anti-N Abs were detected using the Elecsys Anti-SARS-CoV-  immunoassay

(Roche Diagnostics International) ( ) on samples from days , , and 
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and the PDV. The Elecsys assay has a binary interpretation, nonreactive

or reactive,  for the presence of anti-N Abs. Day  % inhibitory dilution

neutralizing antibody titers, measured by an assay using SARS-CoV-  spike-

pseudotyped virus, were previously reported ( ). Nasopharyngeal swabs,

nasal swabs, and saliva samples were tested for SARS-CoV-  via RT-PCR

(Viracor, Euro ns Clinical Diagnostics). In COVID-  cases, viral level was

assessed at the illness visit and on days , , , , , , and  after the

illness visit by SARS-CoV-  quantitative RT-PCR, and cycle threshold values

were converted to a number of viral genome copies ( ). Sample collection

was by swab at the illness visit and by saliva on other illness days.

Definitions

In the full analysis set of participants who were randomly assigned and

received at least  dose of vaccine or placebo, the outcome of anti-N

seropositivity at the PDV was compared between mRNA-  vaccine and

placebo recipients who had SARS-CoV-  infection detected before the PDV.

The analysis was strati ed by method and timing of SARS-CoV-  infection

detection;  mutually exclusive groups of infections were de ned as

follows. The rst group of infections is primary end point COVID-  cases

detected at an illness visit at least  days after dose  and up to the PDV.

Cases were de ned as occurring when participants in the per protocol

population were SARS-CoV- negative at baseline and had at least 

symptoms from among fever (temperature ≥  °C), chills, myalgia,

headache, sore throat, or new olfactory or taste disorder, or as occurring in
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those who had at least  respiratory sign or symptom (including cough,

shortness of breath, or clinical or radiographic evidence of pneumonia)

and at least  nasopharyngeal swab, nasal swab, or saliva sample (or

respiratory sample, if the participant was hospitalized) that was positive

for SARS-CoV-  by RT-PCR ( , ). The second group of infections comprises

participants who were anti-N seropositive by Elecsys assay or had a

nasopharyngeal swab positive by RT-PCR at baseline (day ). Participants

in the third infection group were anti-N seropositive at day  without

prior evidence of infection by serology or RT-PCR. The fourth group of

infections consists of participants with a nasopharyngeal swab positive by

RT-PCR at day  who were seronegative at day  without prior evidence

of infection by serology or RT-PCR.

Statistical Analysis

Analyses to assess anti-N seropositivity at the PDV by infection group and

randomization group were prespeci ed before analysis but were not

prespeci ed in the study protocol. The outcome of PDV anti-N

seropositivity was compared between infection groups and randomization

groups using Fisher exact tests. The association of PDV anti-N

seropositivity with time since COVID-  diagnosis and other factors was

assessed using logistic regression. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to

compare antispike antibody responses in those who were anti-N

seropositive versus seronegative at the PDV. A Wald test of interaction was

used to assess whether the e ect of illness visit viral level on PDV anti-N
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seropositivity di ered between randomization groups. Receiver-operating

characteristic curves were compared using a nonparametric approach ( ).

All tests are -sided with a type I error rate equal to .  and no adjustment

for multiplicity.

Role of the Funding Source

The National Institutes of Health and National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases had no role in the study design, data collection, or

analysis; the decision to publish; or the preparation of the manuscript.

The mRNA- -P  study is sponsored by Moderna, but no other

funding or support was provided for this nested substudy; Moderna

authors reviewed and approved the analysis plan and manuscript.

Results

Infection with SARS-CoV-  before the PDV was detected in  mutually

exclusive groups. A total of  participants who were SARS-CoV-

negative at baseline (  placebo recipients and  vaccine recipients)

(Supplement Table ) had illness  or more days after full receipt of study

vaccine or placebo and were diagnosed via a PCR swab obtained at an

illness visit associated with that event. Median times between second dose

and illness were  and  days for the vaccine and placebo groups,

respectively. For the other  groups, SARS-CoV-  infection was rst

detected through planned specimen collection at baseline or day .

Infection was rst detected at baseline by anti-N seropositivity or
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nasopharyngeal swab RT-PCR positivity in  participants (  placebo

recipients and  vaccine recipients) (Supplement Table ). Postbaseline

infections were rst detected by anti-N seropositivity at day  in 

participants (  placebo recipients and  vaccine recipients) and by PCR

positivity at day  in  participants (  placebo recipients and  vaccine

recipients) (Supplement Tables  and ). For each of these  groups,

Supplement Tables  to  also present baseline characteristics by group.

Table  shows anti-N seropositivity at the PDV for participants with

COVID-  detected at an illness visit, which di ered substantially between

groups: . % (  of ) in vaccine recipients versus . % (  of ) in

placebo recipients (P < . ). The median time from illness to the PDV

was  days, with a range of  to  days. The large between-group

di erence was apparent both among COVID-  cases diagnosed within 

days of the PDV and among cases diagnosed longer than  days from the

PDV. Anti-N seropositivity at the PDV was not signi cantly associated with

days between illness and PDV or with age, sex, body mass index,

race/ethnicity, or at risk for severe COVID-  status at baseline in either

vaccine or placebo recipients (Supplement Table ). Of the  vaccine

recipients,  had their % inhibitory dilution antispike neutralizing

antibody titer measured at day  as part of the case-cohort

immunogenicity and immune correlates assessment ( ) and also had

serostatus measured at the PDV. Among these  persons, the median day

 titers were not signi cantly di erent between the  who were anti-N

seronegative and the  who were anti-N seropositive at the PDV (  vs.
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 IU /mL; P = . ). However, anti-N seropositivity was positively

associated with days between second vaccination and illness among

vaccine recipients (P = . ) but not among placebo recipients (P = . ),

suggesting that absence of anti-N seroconversion among vaccinated

persons may be a lesser issue the farther the illness is from last

vaccination. There was also a trend toward higher odds of anti-N

seropositivity for vaccine recipients with higher total COVID-  symptom

scores (P = . ; P = .  for placebo recipients).

We assessed whether a higher SARS-CoV-  viral level at the illness visit was

associated with anti-N seropositivity at the PDV. The median viral level at

the day  illness visit was signi cantly higher in placebo recipients who

were anti-N seropositive at the PDV ( .  log  copies/mL) than in placebo

recipients who were anti-N seronegative at the PDV ( .  log  copies/mL)

(P < . ). A similar result was seen in vaccine recipients, with analogous

viral levels of .  log  copies/mL and .  log  copies/mL, respectively (P <

. ) (Figure , left). Using logistic regression with terms for group and

viral level, we found that an increase in illness visit viral level of  log

Table 1. Anti-N Seropositivity Rates at the PDV for Those Who Acquired Disease at Least 14 Days

After Dose 2 and Were Seronegative and PCR-Negative at Baseline (Primary End Point COVID-19

Cases): Full Analysis Set Population
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nearly doubled the odds of anti-N seropositivity at the PDV (odds ratio, .

[ % CI, .  to . ] per -log  increase). Yet, viral level at the illness visit

did not fully explain the large di erence in PDV seropositivity between

groups: For any given viral level, the odds of anti-N seropositivity were

.  times higher (CI, .  to .  times higher) for the placebo group

than the vaccine group. For example, a vaccine recipient with .  log

viral copies/mL at the illness visit has an estimated probability of PDV

anti-N seropositivity of . , whereas a placebo recipient with the same

viral level at the illness visit has an estimated probability of .  (Figure ,

right). We also compared the overall prediction of PDV seropositivity using

viral level at the day  illness visit versus the average overall illness visits;

the latter measure is in uenced by both magnitude and duration of viral

replication. Viral level at the day  illness visit performed better, with an

area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve of .  versus .

(P = . ).

Figure 2. Relationship between viral level at disease presentation and anti-N serostatus at the PDV,

by group.

Closed and open shapes denote anti-N seropositive and anti-N seronegative cases, respectively. Left. Log
viral copies/mL at disease presentation for placebo (orange circles) and vaccine (blue triangles) groups, by
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PDV anti-N serostatus. Right. Predicted probability of PDV anti-N seropositivity, by group. The  large
closed shapes are plotted at the mean viral level and the mean PDV anti-N seropositivity rates, respectively,
by group. N = nucleocapsid; PDV = participant decision visit.

Download figure Download PowerPoint

Table  presents the anti-N seropositivity rates at various study time points

for infections detected at baseline, before receipt of study product. We

found similar anti-N seropositivity rates between the  groups: Rates at day

 were . % (  of ) for the placebo group and . % (  of ) for

the mRNA-  group. These high rates were maintained through the PDV

a median of  days later. For participants who were PCR-positive and

anti-N seronegative for SARS-CoV-  at baseline, the day  anti-N

seropositivity rates were . % (  of ) for the placebo group and . %

(  of ) for the mRNA-  group. These rates were similar at the PDV:

. % (  of ) and . % (  of ), respectively. Within each group, the

anti-N seropositivity rates at day  and the PDV were signi cantly lower

for participants who were PCR-positive at baseline than for those who

were anti-N seropositive at baseline (P < .  for each group).

Table  presents seropositivity rates for infections detected at day 

Table 2. Anti-N Seropositivity Rates at Day 29 and PDV for Infections Detected by Serology or PCR

at Day 1 (Baseline)
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among participants who were SARS-CoV- negative at baseline; these rates

are after dose  and thus subject to partial vaccine e ects. For participants

who were anti-N seropositive on day , the anti-N seropositivity rates at

day  were . % (  of ) and . % (  of ) for the placebo and

mRNA-  groups, respectively. The rates were similar at the PDV, a

median of  days later: . % (  of ) and . % (  of ), respectively.

These rates were not signi cantly di erent at day  versus the PDV (P =

.  for mRNA-  and P = .  for placebo) or by group (P = .  at day 

and P = .  at PDV). For those who were newly RT-PCR positive and anti-

N seronegative at day , the analogous seropositivity rates were . % (

of ) and . % (  of ) at day  and . % (  of ) and . % (  of )

at the PDV. These rates did not di er signi cantly at day  versus the PDV

(P = .  for mRNA-  and P = .  for placebo) or by group (P = .  at

day  and P = .  at PDV). Consistent with the e ects seen among

baseline infections, the anti-N seropositivity rates at day  and the PDV

were signi cantly lower for participants who were RT-PCR positive and

anti-N seronegative at day  than for those who were anti-N seropositive

at day  (P < .  and P = . , respectively).

Table 3. Anti-N Seropositivity Rates at Day 57 and PDV for Infections Detected by Serology or PCR

at Day 29 (Dose 2)
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Discussion

These data show that, among the participants with PCR-con rmed

COVID- , anti-N Ab seropositivity at a median of  days after diagnosis

occurred in % of the mRNA-  vaccine recipients versus % of the

placebo recipients. Given the short time frame, the likely explanation is a

vaccine-induced reduction in seroconversion. Anti-N seropositivity

correlated with SARS-CoV-  viral level at the illness visit, with each log

increase in viral level nearly doubling the odds of anti-N seropositivity at

the PDV. Because the viral level on the day of the illness visit in mRNA-

recipients with COVID-  has been shown to be -fold lower than that in

placebo recipients with COVID-  ( ), the lower anti-N seropositivity in the

mRNA-  recipients could be partly explained by their reduced exposure

to N-antigen. However, strong vaccine e ects remain; at .  log

copies/mL, the predicted probability of seroconversion was .  for

vaccinated persons with COVID- , compared with .  for placebo

recipients with COVID- . This may be due to a di erence in the live virus

replication between vaccine and placebo recipients, which cannot be

di erentiated by the RT-PCR test. Another potential explanation is that the

vaccine has much larger e ects on reducing replication outside the nose,

as was shown in a study evaluating the mRNA-  vaccine against SARS-

CoV-  challenge in a nonhuman primate model ( ). There may be other

features of the initial course of infection that in uence anti-N Ab

seroconversion and are a ected by vaccination. Of note, the average viral

level across post COVID-  illness visits was found to be a worse predictor
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of PDV seroconversion.

Infection with SARS-CoV-  results in a wide spectrum of clinical outcomes

from subclinical to fatal. Symptomatic COVID-  of any severity and severe

COVID-  are of clear medical relevance. Although subclinical SARS-CoV-

infection is of less direct medical importance, asymptomatic acquisition

and carriage are important factors in household, institutional, and

community transmission ( ). Anti-N Ab seroconversion has been to

date the major focus for de ning subclinical and past COVID-  detection,

both on the individual and population levels ( ).

Our study has shown that anti-N seropositivity as evidence of previous

SARS-CoV-  infection is complex and may be subject to large vaccine

e ects. Multiple studies have reported that some fraction of PCR-

con rmed SARS-CoV-  infections are not accompanied by seroconversion;

estimates range from % to % ( ). Although a large seroprevalence

study in Ireland ( ) found low rates of anti-N Ab seroconversion in

hospital health care workers who were fully vaccinated (BNT b ), our

study provides the rst evidence to our knowledge from a randomized,

placebo-controlled trial with systematic surveillance for infection. This

e ect has consequences for interpretation of end points in vaccine trials,

observational studies, and serosurveys and for monitoring and responding

to the ongoing pandemic. The interpretation of anti-N Ab based

diagnostics of long COVID and multisystem in ammatory syndrome in

adults and children with prior vaccination requires an understanding of

the limitations and variability of the test performance by vaccination
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status and time since vaccination, among other variables.

Even with frequent serosampling, serosurveys that rely on antibodies to

the N protein may underestimate within-community transmission

dynamics. A meta-analysis showed that of the studies that reported the

assay used for diagnosing previous infection, % used N-targeting tests

( ). In our study, the seroconversion rate was about % at a median of 

days after diagnosis for fully vaccinated persons who developed COVID- .

After  dose, the seroconversion rates for those who were PCR-positive at

day  were . % at day  and . % at the PDV (median of  days after

diagnosis); the seroconversion rates after  doses for those who were PCR-

positive could not be evaluated in our study but are likely lower. Although

anti-N Ab seroconversion is high for unvaccinated persons, the proportion

of people immunologically naive to SARS-CoV-  is diminishing as the

global population acquires immunity through infection and vaccination

( ). Hence, conclusions about the prevalence and incidence of SARS-

CoV-  infection based on serologic assays need to be weighed in the

context of our results.

We found that participants with infection detected before vaccination, and

those with infection diagnosed via serology before full vaccination,

remained seropositive for the period of observation (to the PDV).

Reductions in seroconversion rates were most evident in those who met

COVID-  case criteria for the primary end point that is, became ill  or

more days after full vaccination. Whether PCR-positive persons with

asymptomatic breakthrough infections seroconvert at reduced rates will
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require study in cohorts with systematic asymptomatic testing. Vaccine

e cacy trials for COVID-  ( , ) use anti-N Ab seroconversion as a

secondary or exploratory end point to assess vaccine e cacy against

asymptomatic SARS-CoV-  infection, or as part of a secondary end point to

assess vaccine e cacy against SARS-CoV-  infection of any severity.

Because we found that infections in the placebo group were about twice as

likely to manifest through anti-N Ab seroconversion as those in the vaccine

group, our results suggest that caution is needed when interpreting

vaccine estimates against such end points. One solution may be to de ne

the end point of interest as an infection that is accompanied by

seroconversion. This seroconversion end point would exclude about %

of COVID-  cases and an unknown percentage of PCR-positive cases in

fully vaccinated persons. The e ect would likely be to reduce the overall

sensitivity of the SARS-CoV-  infection case de nition. Whether infected

persons who do not seroconvert after vaccination are less likely to transmit

to others is also unknown. An additional approach that may re ect

transmission potential would be to contrast the mean viral loads over all

persons at a single point in time (or over the course of the acute illness), a

metric known as vaccine e cacy on prevalent viral load ( , ). Although

the lack of anti-N seroconversion may indicate that the breakthrough

infection was immunologically silent,  other immunologic markers may

be useful to determine these infections. These include SARS-CoV-

speci c cellular responses against the N and M proteins ( ). These tests

are at present expensive and often require special sampling and

processing techniques that make implementation for large-scale
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seroprevalence studies di cult, but they would be important to explore in

a research setting.

This analysis has a few limitations. First, our participants received the

mRNA-  vaccine exclusively. Whether vaccination with BNT b  or

Ad .COV .S interferes with anti-N seropositivity after infection to the

same magnitude as mRNA-  is unknown. In a study of  persons, most

of whom received BNT b  and then became infected with SARS-CoV- ,

anti-N Abs were detected in % at  weeks after infection using enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay ( ). Second, we used only the Elecsys assay,

which has some of the highest sensitivity and speci city data, and whether

other immunoassays will have di erent sensitivity for detecting recent or

past infections in vaccinated persons is unknown. Third, our sample is

small, with  fully vaccinated persons with breakthrough COVID-

assessed for seroconversion a median of  days after diagnosis; thus,

transient anti-N seropositivity events could go undetected. However, the

close follow-up and uniformity in obtaining the swabs and serum samples

increase con dence in and interpretability of our ndings. Fourth, our

vaccinated COVID-  case patients exhibited illness a median of  days

after their second dose, and most ( %) had mild to moderate disease ( ).

Whether anti-N seroconversion rates are higher for persons who are

farther from second vaccination or have more severe disease, and lower

for persons after a third or fourth dose, deserves further investigation.

Fifth, postvaccination SARS-CoV-  infections that are caused by the Delta

or Omicron variant have been associated with higher viral level on
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diagnosis and more rapid clearance ( , ). Whether breakthrough

infections due to these variants are associated with di erent rates of

seroconversion cannot be ascertained using these data. Finally, this

analysis did not address a prespeci ed objective of the COVE study.

Although the statistical analysis plan was prespeci ed, the COVE study

was not designed to assess the sensitivity or speci city of the Elecsys assay

in vaccinees versus placebo recipients.

In summary, these data suggest that assay limitations may exist in

detecting anti-N Abs in persons recently vaccinated with mRNA- . Only

an estimated % of mRNA-  vaccine recipients, versus % of placebo

recipients, were anti-N positive a median of  days after COVID-

diagnosis. Determining population-level SARS-CoV-  infections via

serosurveillance and diagnosing past SARS-CoV-  infection in the era of

COVID-  vaccination require further research on detection of recent or

remote SARS-CoV-  infection in vaccinated persons. Vaccination status

should be taken into account when interpreting population and individual-

level seroprevalence and seropositivity data.
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